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Dakuwaqa, the shark god, had always won in battle. He overthrew the sea-eel god. He even defeated
Maselaca and later became great friends with this god in man form. One day, Dakuwaqa and Maselaca
exchanged stories when Maselaca asked, "You have defeated so many. Have you ever swam to the reef-
passages of the island of Kadavu? Gods defend that place."

Having another challenge intrigued Dakuwaqa. He swam southward to Kadavu. The Naiquro passage
was unguarded. Thus, no one to challenge. Then he swam to the Vesi passage. A man named Tui Vesi
told Dakuwaqa of the guard at the Naceva passage, the south coast of Kadavu.

"Rokobakaniceva is an octopus, and even his imprint is on a rock near where he lies," explained Tui Vesi. 

Determined to win, Dakuwaqa rushed through the waters to the Naceva passage. He shouted, "You
must go!"

"No," said the octopus, "No one will go through this passage without my permission."

Dakuwaqa called out, "Then we fight." 
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Dakuwaqa fights Octopus
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Dakuwaq burst forward, jaws wide. The octopus anchored four of its tentacles to the biggest rock at the
bottom of the sea. When Dakuwaq collided with the octopus, the four tentacles remained firm. While
Dakuwaq was dazed, the other four tentacles reached for Dakuwaqa. Upon wrapping all eight tentacles
around Dakuwaqa, the octopus squeezed with great might.

The octopus spoke, "You will die this day."

The shark knew it would be true. With part of his mouth free, the shark replied, "Then free me. You do
not wish to kill me. And we shall make a pact."

Dakuwaqa offered, "As Shark-God, I bring fear to anyone who becomes shipwrecked. If you let me go, I
vow that your people that you protect of Naceva in Kadavu will remain unharmed."

Dakuwaqa and the octopus made this pact.

To this day, the people of Naceva are never attached by sharks when shipwrecked.

And, if you drive deep near Naceva, there is still the imprint of the octopus on that rock near where he
lies.
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Dakuwaqa fights Octopus - continued
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